
>> The broadcast is now starting.  All attendees are in listen-only mode. 

>> Good morning.  I'd like to welcome everyone to today's webinar in the Making Transition Happen 

series: Dream, Believe, Achieve.  My name is Michael Stoehr and I work for the Pennsylvania 

Department of Education Bureau of Special Education through the Pennsylvania Training and Technical 

Assistance Network, or PaTTAN.  And I'm the coach [INAUDIBLE] for Secondary Transition for the state.  

Today's topic for this webinar is Transition Tools of Engagement for Youth and Young Adults.  You'll 

notice on this slide that we do have the PowerPoint for today available.  In a couple minutes I'll be 

showing you where to locate that on the secondarytransition.org site.   

I wanted to mention that one of the sponsors for today's session, in collaboration with the Community 

of Practice on Secondary Transition, is the PaTTAN system.  And the mission of PaTTAN is to support the 

efforts and initiatives of the Bureau of Special Education and to build the capacity of local educational 

agencies to serve students who receive special education services.   

We are committed through the Department of Education to ensuring that all students are educated in 

the Least Restrictive Environment.  And for students involved in Secondary Transition, that's a natural fit 

as we prepare students, youth, and young adults to go on for further training, employment, and to live 

independently in their community.   

As I mentioned, today's handouts can be found on the secondarytransition.org website.  And just give 

me one minute, let me take you to that site.  When you go to secondarytransition.org, if you scroll down 

to Hot Topics and Upcoming Events for Secondary Transition you'll see that there is a tab at the very, 

very top for this series.  You'll notice there are links to all the past series.  And those sessions that have 

been recorded, they are now closed-captioned.  And you can find the link to those here where it says 

Recorded Webinars in this Series.  If you click on today's date, March 19th, it will bring up the 

PowerPoint that we'll be using for today's session.  You can also locate this on the PaTTAN website on 

the calendar for today's date.   

We also have additional materials and resources located for today's webinar at a Wiki that we have 

developed on Transition Youth Engagement.  And if you go to that hyperlink -- let me just do that real 

quickly -- what you will find on the Transition Youth Engagement Wiki is information that we will be 

covering today.  Also direct links to websites with descriptions, as well as additional resources.  So again 

you can find that off of that link.  And it's our Transition Youth Engagement Wiki. 

Today we're really pleased to have a number of presenters from across the state who will be presenting 

with us.  We have Everett Deibler who works for the Lehigh Valley Center for Independent Living and is 

involved in the Leadership in Schools project that Lehigh Valley CIL coordinates.  Everett also is actively 

involved in our Pennsylvania Youth Leadership Network, as well as in a new group that we've been 

working on called PINNACLE.  Along with Everett, at the Lehigh Valley CIL, is Micha Fell.  And Micha 

works in those areas that I have just mentioned that Everett's engaged with.  And she also helped in the 

coordination of their S2L program.  Also with us today is Rachel Kallem Whitman.  And Rachel works at 

Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh in their CHANGE project.  And in addition, with us today is Chris Mielo.  

And Chris has been involved with PYLN and PINNACLE also.  And he along with Chaz Kallem co-own the 

organization called Unbreakable Drive. 



As we get started today, just to kind of put the Youth Engagement Participation piece into context, when 

we look at an effective Secondary Transition program, we often use this model in our state.  And we 

look at it being an individualized process which often parallels to the IEP process.  We also discuss 

partnerships, both within the education system -- so between special Ed, general education, as well as 

guidance counselors, the OTPT speech folks in the school, as well as partnerships outside the school with 

outside agencies such as the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation (OVR), the Office of Developmental 

Programs or the county level Office of Intellectual Disabilities off the mental health system, and so forth.  

And then the other piece of the triad of circles is the youth participation piece.  And it's really important 

that the youth -- the young person, that student -- is actively engaged in the Secondary Transition 

process.  That they're aware of their disability, they're aware of their strengths, their needs, what 

accommodations and supports they utilize, and then how to self-advocate and how to develop those 

self-determination skills.  And today we are going to be addressing a number of these issues as we go 

through today's presentation. 

And with that, I'm going to turn this over to Everett and Micha.   

>> Good morning.  So this morning we're going to start with when young adults are most engaged.  

Through surveys at the Youth Engagement Committees with young adults around the state, there are 

some things that they told us about when they feel most engaged.  Things such as times when they are 

being listened to, part of the conversation, asked their opinions, and when they are spoken to in an age-

appropriate manner.  I've been to a number of places with young adults that I work with that they're 

spoken to like they're children.  And it makes it really difficult for them -- and seeing their body language 

and their demeanor -- that when they're spoken to this way, it really alters their moods and responses.  

And it doesn't allow them to be as fully engaged as they may like to be.   

>> So as you can see...  Well, we're going to go on to the next one.  Micha just mentioned when youths 

are most engaged.  And this is what young people are saying across the state.  And that survey that was 

done was about 50 or 60 young adults across Pennsylvania asking them -- and Micha brings this up -- but 

what are some challenges to youth engagement?  And there's four of them.  The first one being all 

about misconceptions regarding youth.  Go ahead, Michael.  There're misconceptions regarding youth in 

general.  What are the general stereotypes that exist about young people?  Why are young people left 

out of decisions that may directly affect them?  And what are your perceived barriers with your role with 

meaningfully engaging youth?  And when I say about, like, stereotypes -- Micha and I travel around the 

state doing events and you often hear people say that young people are not motivated.  That they don't 

want to do their work and they don't care.  And that they don't really care about their future and they 

don't really think about that.  These are all types of things that are misconceptions about young people 

as a whole.   

And then the second piece directly relates to -- it's kind of like a double-whammy -- next, Michael -- is 

the misconceptions regarding people with disabilities.  And so you have the stereotypes of youth and 

then you have the stereotypes that are related to people with disabilities specifically.  Maybe people 

feel that they don't have the ability to do certain things or don't have the ability to speak up for 

themselves.  And maybe an agency or people that aren't professionals feel like they would know what's 

best for a young person with a disability.  So you can kind of see how these two barriers -- so one, 

people think that youth may not care, then you have people thinking that people with disabilities may 

not have the desire or ability to make decisions.  And these are all things that -- those stereotypes and 



thoughts can really be barriers to try to engage youth.  And we really want to challenge the people on 

the webinar today to think about ways to meaningfully engage young people in the processes that they 

go through every day.   

Number three, and I believe we all know about this, is, like, the system limitations.  You look at 

scheduling and transportation, and then making sure that young adults have the accommodations and 

supports they need.  Sometimes those are tough to get for young people.  I know with scheduling, for 

us, a lot of the things that Micha does here at the Lehigh Valley CIL, it's in the evenings; it's on youth 

time.  And sometimes that's really, really difficult to do.  And then the other thing is that our center 

where we do lots of programming and do community events is now on a bus route.  So that kind of 

helps us out here in a really, really big way.  But transportation for young people to get to these 

meetings and to be a part of things can be tough.  And then again, just accommodations and making 

sure that you're giving youth all they need to be actively participating in the process.   

And number four is one of the most interesting things that -- I am a person with a disability myself, and 

kind of went through this whole idea of learned helplessness where my parents and other people would 

always be doing things for me.  And trying to kind of protect me from making tough decisions or having 

some type of hardship happen.  And then I hit my teenage years and my mother realized that I had to be 

more independent and try to do things on my own to be prepared for life as an adult.  And so this whole 

idea of learned helplessness and people not giving young people the chance to take risks and be -- and 

allow them to fail in a safe -- like, in a safe environment.  So it's really one of the things that we try to 

preach is the development of self-determination skills.  And that is a learned behavior.  You can teach 

self-determination to make sure that young people are ready to be in charge of their own lives and 

experiences.  And I think Micha's going to be able to tell you why you should try to let go and why self-

determination is so important to young people. 

>> So why should you let go?  Why should you allow young adults to engage and be part of things?  

Because as the research shows that young people who are self-determined are more apt to being 

employed, going to college, and to be able to be successful during these times.  You also have to 

remember that you're not there forever, so creating the opportunities for them to take more control is 

really important in fostering that self-determination.   

Again, making sure that students are involved in their goal settings because, once again as we said, the 

research shows that they're more likely to succeed when they are self-determined and they are 

invested.  Being able to take control of your life just allows you to have that independence that you feel 

you need.   

Next we're going to talk about some of the fundamental skills that students need to succeed in adult 

situations.  And according to NICHCY there are four of these.  So the ability to assess themselves.  Being 

able to recognize their skills and abilities.  That's really important for young adults in self-determination.  

As well as being aware of their accommodations.  No one can know themselves better than themselves.  

So we always preach to the young adults that we work with is to know your accommodations in 

whatever situation that you're in, whether it's work or community, you're with your friends...are all 

things that we need to be successful.  Knowing their civil rights around the ADA or Section 504.  What's 

going to help them and what things are out there to be able to accomplish the things that they need, as 

well as being able to self-advocate for themselves.  Being able to step up and ask for the things that they 



need to be successful in the workplace, school, or community settings is also one of those really key 

things to being self-determined.   

>> So what are the barriers to self-determination?  And I think Michael kind of briefly, briefly mentioned 

this in the beginning, but it's a lack of self-knowledge.  Again, we travel the state doing events with 

PUYLN, S2L...  Rachel Kallam, who you're going to hear in a second, is involved with youth groups in 

Pittsburgh and different things.  And we often find that young people just don't know about their 

disability and about themselves.  What accommodations and supports they use, what they do every 

day...  You know, and being able to articulate that and really understand what that means.  There's also 

the lack of a stable support system.  And natural support systems and really trying to help young people 

know where to go for support.  And a lot of times we found that young people rely on their families, so 

it really, really is important to connect families with the kind of things they need too.  But it's also finding 

services and people for young people to connect with.   

The next one is low expectations.  And this happens all the time where youth are not expected to do 

great things or do really, really well.  That the expectations are really, really low and so they don't get to 

really expand who they are and what they're doing.  And really dream big about their future and what 

they want to do.  

 And the last thing is a few opportunities for choices.  Young people sometimes, especially when they 

are transitioning, sometimes when they meet with a support's coordinator or a VR staff for the first 

time, that may be the first time they're getting a chance to really look at, you know, somebody saying 

"What do you want to do?"  "Who are you and what do you want to be?"  And it's really, really hard for 

young people to answer at that time because it might be the first time they've been really given a choice 

or a chance to really speak their minds.  So any way that we can increase the number of choices a young 

person has early on and to increase expectations and to build that self-knowledge is a really, really big 

thing for the future of young people. 

And next, developing self-determination by fostering competence.  Like, I think the earlier you can have 

people develop skills and have them -- like, through their experiences and making sure that you're giving 

them feedback on what they're doing and giving true and honest feedback, is really, really huge.  And 

the one that I really like is the one in yellow there.  That talks about providing opportunities and lots of 

them.  A lot of times for a professional it might feel like you're taking a risk, but if you can allow young 

people to experience things and have opportunities, they're going to be more apt to take control and 

tell you what they want to do because they know that you as an ally of theirs, is going to really help 

them do the best they can.  And I believe we'll cover adult allies and the best way to do that later on in 

this presentation.  Go ahead, Michael. 

This is one of my favorite quotes about independent living.  A lot of people think that independence 

means being able to do everything for yourself, and that's not really the case.  It's really being able to 

have support to be able to make your own decisions and make -- and do things on your own.  But if you 

truly think about your own life, nobody really lives or does things completely on their own.  We all need 

support every day.  So just think about that.  I mean, think about going to the grocery store and how 

somebody prepared that food there for you.  Or when you go to the auto mechanic, that person is 

trained on how to fix your car.  You're not doing that stuff on your own.  So life and independence 

doesn't always mean doing things completely on your own.  It's knowing where to find the support for 

you to be successful. 



>> So Everett talked a little bit about creating these opportunities for young adults to be able to engage 

in the things that they need.  And one way of doing this is using teachable moments.  I find that 

teachable moments are a really important part of the learning process when it comes to learning new 

tasks and responsibilities.  And can be worked into almost any situation.  Using these moments is 

something that we tend to practice here with the young adults that we're working with in our transition 

program because being able to put the young adults in real-life situations seems to be the best -- when 

the best learning and growth is happening for them.  Not only are they able to make the choice to do 

something, but they are also -- it's also understood that there's support there for whatever risk they 

may be taking.  It's a great opportunity to speak to young adults about the positive or negative 

consequences that may occur because of their decisions without throwing them in headfirst into failing 

right off the bat.  Go ahead, Michael. 

So some of the things that you can be doing now with the young adults that you're working with to help 

them prepare for their future and develop those skills are identifying their needs and helping them 

come up with ideas and ways to meet those needs.  Improving decision-making and goal setting by 

including them in on the process and supporting them along the way.  As I stated before, knowing that 

there's someone there to support them through this development allows them to take that risk that 

they need to be able to grow and learn from their experiences.   

Also helping them to build upon their communication and relationship skills through teachable 

moments.  We all know that working with young adults with disabilities, with their communication and 

knowing relationships and how to be a part of that can be really difficult.  So any way that you can grow 

on those skills is beneficial.   

Making sure that you -- that when they're reaching their goals that you're celebrating their successes 

with them.  Having someone on your side cheering for you and recognizing your growth makes anyone 

feel good.  And it will always keep that energy going.   

And then last, helping them to identify information to share with their educational team.  What sort of 

things should their teachers know?  Or anyone that's part of that team, should they be aware of for the 

future?  Because all these skills are ultimately going to lead them to develop their own self-awareness 

skills.  Go ahead, Michael. 

And then, you know, being self-aware equips the youth with ways to articulate their strengths and 

weaknesses for themselves, defend their opinions, their needs, and their goals.  Helps them make their 

decisions and cope with whatever challenges that may arise.   

So next I believe we're going to move on to Rachel who's going to talk a little about advocacy in the 

education setting. 

>> Good morning, everyone.  My name is Rachel Kallam Whitman and I'm really excited to have the 

opportunity to chat with you guys today.  The importance of self-advocacy in terms of higher education 

is really, really critical as young adults make that transition from high school to higher Ed.  Being able to 

advocate for themselves and be really aware of their needs is really important in order for them to feel 

successful and to make that transition as smooth as possible.   

The key to college.  Self-identification to the Disability Office is really important.  Ultimately, in the 

college system, individuals have to disclose to the Disability Office if they want accommodations.  It's 



not on the ownness of high schools.  Well, high schools, they have to kind of, through Child Find, work 

with individuals in order to get them the accommodations they need to assist their learning.  But in 

college and a higher Ed environment, young adults really need to advocate for themselves via using the 

supports available.  This means the Disability Services Office where they can get setup with 

accommodations, being able to communicate to faculty what their needs are to help them learn, as well 

as staff on a college campus.   

There are a lot of differences between high school and college.  And in high school, you know, young 

adults are still learning, you know, how to manage time and move forward educationally.  So in high 

school, really, you know, students are in a system where there's a lot more structure, there's a lot more 

organization when it comes to classes and how you spend your time.  And there's really a lot more 

supervision in how young adults take care of their responsibilities.  While in high school you have an IEP 

meeting and students are recommended to attend, parents also participate.  And schools make 

adjustments based on the IEP in order to help the youth students learn.  And in terms of academic 

requirements, sometimes these can change according on the young adult's needs and what's outlined in 

their IEP.   

However, in college there's a lot more responsibility.  Young adults have to manage their own time; they 

don't have that level of supervision where someone is telling them to do X, Y, and Z at this time.  And so 

balancing becomes a really, really important task.  Young adults really need to figure out what they need 

to do, when they're going to do it...  Deadlines become something that, really, they have to meet on 

their own and set up their own system so they remember to complete assignments.  Parents have no 

right to student information in the college setting.  And while students can permit their parents to have 

information, the reality is the responsibility is on the student.   

As I said earlier, documentation of disability is the student's responsibility.  So meeting with the 

Disability Services Office with the right paperwork in order to have a conversation about what 

accommodations would help the student be successful, it's really important.  But no one's going to do it 

for the student.  The student really has to take that initiative.  And colleges don't change academic 

requirements.  So some of the accommodations and expectations that a high school student had in 

terms of the supports and modifications that they're going to get, they're not going to be replicated in 

the college environment.   

In addition, high school sometimes, you know, we have this interpretation of school work as being 

something where, you know, there might be a little bit more assistance.  And in terms of studying and 

reading for school, sometimes this is something where a young adult can read it once, talk it over once, 

and they can move forward.  But in the college environment the curriculum is advanced.  There's more 

ground covered, there are more requirements.  So this requires, like I mentioned earlier, being able to 

balance your time really effectively.  In high school, you know, short assignments are discussed and 

often retaught in class.  But in college, assignments tend to be more complicated.  There tends to be 

more involvement in terms of a variety of textbooks and resources.  And college students are expected 

to, you know, be self-starters.  Sometimes assignments aren't discussed in class; things aren't always 

reviewed.  And again, that puts the ownness on the students that if they need additional help, they need 

to communicate to their faculty member what extra information would be beneficial for them.   

And I think ultimately in college, as I said earlier, having initiative is really important.  And having 

ownership is equally important.  For college students, you really need to take responsibility for your own 



learning, which really means that to process the material and to reflect and understand it, to critically 

think about not just the content, but what's expected of you, you really need to take time for that.  And 

you really need to make that a priority because no one's going to tell the student that they should, you 

know, take this time to study and do X, Y, and Z in their textbook.  Because it's really about 

understanding, you know, the nature of the course, and if the student doesn't, being able to 

communicate to their faculty member.   

In high school, also an accommodation may allow the use of notes on exams, and that is rarely 

permitted in college.  In a college setting, you often don't have the opportunity to have notes or any 

kind of assistance during an exam.  And exams usually aren't modified.  So in high school if you're taking 

a multiple choice test, maybe instead of having four answers you might have three.  And that is very, 

very rarely allowed in a college environment on a college-level exam.   

And I think another thing that is a huge difference is in terms of time allotment for studying.  In high 

school, you know, zero to two hours per week as the chart says is something that you can get -- you can 

use to make sure you get ahead and you keep on top of your classes.  But in college, that's not going to 

work.  College classes require a lot more time to read the material and go over it on your own, prepare 

yourself for the class, link assignments to other assignments...  And so you really benefit from the whole 

scope of the course.  And that takes more than zero to two hours.  And so I think what is so important in 

the college environment is that to benefit from the material and benefit from what you're learning, it 

requires a lot of organization.  And it really means that the student has to take responsibility; has to take 

ownership.  And practice being a confident learner and practice being someone who can confidently ask 

for accommodations when they need help. 

And so ADA and Section 504, they're basically defined as having reasonable accommodations.  And I 

think that's really important.  In college, IEP in special education legislation, like IDEA, don't really hold 

as much weight because when you move to the collegian system, your supports are really housed under 

the Americans with Disabilities Act or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.  And with those two 

mandates is this idea of reasonable accommodations are -- anything that can really help you, but within 

reason.  And so there is a lot of gray area surrounding what is considered a reasonable accommodation.  

But that's why the student has to work with their Disability Services Coordinator at their college.  

Because ultimately, that person is going to be able to figure out what is an accommodation that will 

work and is permissible by the university, but will also help the student engage and perform and be able 

to absorb content. 

>> We had a question come in, Rachel. 

>> Oh, sure! 

>> Do all colleges have a Disability Services Office? 

>> All colleges do have a Disability Services Office.  I think the difference is that it can be housed under 

different departments.  So for example, some colleges have the Disability Services Office under the 

Academics division, while others actually have it under a more of a Student Life approach.  And so while 

the office exists, where it's placed is different.  And sometimes the terminology is different according to 

-- you know, if it's Disability Services Coordinator, sometimes ADA Coordinators handle this 



responsibility...  But all colleges really do have Disability Services Office.  Well, particularly if they receive 

federal funding and they're a public entity.   

And so I think what's so important is being able to, ahead of time, reach out to a college to see, "Okay, 

what kind of services are available?"  How many staff members are in the Disability Services Office?  

How accessible is it?  Can I get an appointment easily if, you know, I need to tweak my accommodation 

plan?  Or something like that.  And in addition, in the K through 12 system, accommodations are 

provided, you know, via an IEP.  And in college, that is different language and that can also vary 

depending on the school.  Some schools call it, like, "Student Academic Plans" or "Student Support 

Plans."  "Student Accommodation Plan..."   

And so I think ultimately being able to visit a college, understand, you know, the language they speak 

and how you would start that process is really critical.  So when you, you know, start college and you're 

a freshman, you can start out knowing that you have a plan in place and you know the proper steps you 

need to take. 

>> Question.  Another question that just came in.  Does the college create a 504 Plan for a student or is 

that something that they bring with them from high school?  Or, I think more realistically, is it a 

separate, really, issue of the student has the 504 Plan in high school verses college?  I don't know if you 

want to just address that a little bit. 

>> Yeah.  So a 504 Plan is documentation that can be helpful to a Disability Services Coordinator.  In 

addition, if a college student brings their IEP to Disability Services Coordinator, that kind of secondary 

information -- IEPs and 504 Plan -- really, college students need to provide documentation that 

describes not just the nature of their disability, but how it impacts their learning.  Because the thing to 

remember is Disability Service Coordinators, they're not clinicians.  They're not going to diagnose a 

student.  What they need is documentation that helps them assess, you know, the nature of the 

disability, how it's going to impact learning and achievement...  And interview with the student to kind 

of bring everything together and say, okay, based on, you know, documents from a, you know...or, like, 

a neuro-psych eval or information from the students, sometimes parents if the student wants to invite 

the parents -- will help the Disability Services Coordinator create an accommodation plan in 

collaboration with the student that will help them.   

So again, some of the documentation that students have had to get their IEPs established is really not 

going to work in a college environment because it's a new environment.  And this can mean returning 

to, you know, a doctor, or seeing a new doctor, get an update assessment of their disability and how it 

could affect their learning.  And ultimately the Disability Services Coordinator will then take that 

material and decide the accommodations.  And so while your doctor doesn't have to decide the 

accommodations -- your doctor just really needs to say, you know, this is the disability and maybe these 

are the cognitive impacts that could happen.  And then the Disability Service Coordinator figures out 

what accommodations are going to work for the student. 

And again, just going a little back to the reasonable accommodations.  I think what's really important is 

specialized equipment.  So, you know -- and in terms of adaptive computers and software, these things 

are, you know, [INAUDIBLE] or [INAUDIBLE] are really great devices and software that can really help a 

student access information and make classwork accessible.  In terms of getting a Note Taker, getting a 

Scribe -- these kind of academic aids -- those are pretty accessible in college and are usually provided for 



students who have, you know, really have a variety of disabilities.  Because it's not based on disability, 

it's based on learning needs.  So for example, if a student has issues with handwriting themselves, 

having a Note Taker might be something that would support them and give them access.  And that 

accommodation could also help somebody who has Attention Deficit Disorder, in order for them to get 

a, you know, a series of notes that are pretty linear, and can help them when they go to study.  A Cell 

Interpreter's an accommodation that, you know, are critical in helping and really allowing students to 

have access to information.  And ultimately, any kind of alternate format in terms of helping a student 

who has visual impairment, that's definitely important.  You know, making sure that there are 

documents available that can be, you know, enlarged text.  Or even getting books on tape is something 

that's provided on a college campus.  But you have to make sure that you advocate for yourself.  

Because if you go in and it's, you know, a month into the semester and then you're like, "Oh, I could 

really use some audio books," the turnaround time might take a little while.  And you might be at a 

disadvantage.  And so students really have to be, again, responsible and take ownership for that.  And 

ultimately I think what's really important is if a student needs a service or is concerned about their 

ability to access and process information and perform in a class, they really need to make sure that they 

talk to the Disability Services Coordinator and their faculty member so they can make sure that the right 

accommodations and the right supports are in place. 

So for graduating students, I think -- I mentioned this a little bit earlier.  Being -- you know, calling the 

Disability Supports Services Office and just checking in, seeing how services are provided, what's the 

intake process, how many people work in the office -- some smaller schools just have one individual who 

does the Disability Services.  And sometimes, you know, it's a great place to connect and form that 

relationship.  But it might be hard to, you know, connect when you need to if that person's very busy.  

And so making an appointment to see them in advance is really, really crucial.  And so people can 

discuss their goals, take a placement test if need be...  And the reality is the Disability Support Services 

can help students applying for Admissions.  However, just, you know, it's important to know that 

someone with a disability -- they're at no obligation to disclose having a disability in the application 

process or before applying to college.  And no one can ask you about that either.  So no one can 

approach a student saying, "Do they have a disability?"  And inquire in that way.  It is completely on the 

student.  The student can disclose at any time that they want.  And so I think being sure that that 

confidentiality is there and it's really on the student's terms...that's really important.  It's not the 

parent's terms, it's not my high school's terms, it's on the student's terms.  So... 

>> Okay, and with that we're going to switch topics.  And Chris Mielo's going to talk a little bit about self-

advocacy and employment, as well as looking at the topic of volunteering and looking at recreation of 

leisure activities.   

>> Okay.  Thank you, Rachel.  Very informative. 

>> Thank you, Chris. 

>> All right.  So I'm going to talk a little bit about...  My name's Chris Mielo.  Again, we're going to talk 

about self-advocacy and why it's important for employment for students.  So mostly from an employee 

perspective.  You guys can't really see me, so for those of you who don't know me, I have a physical 

disability which limits my mobility.  I have to use a wheelchair full-time.  And so I have to take that into 

consideration whenever I'm looking for jobs.  What I went to school for and have my degree in is 

TV/Video Production.  So one of the things that I needed to consider when going into my field, and what 



others need to consider when going into whatever field they want to go into, is understanding their 

strengths and abilities.  You've got to build on what you're good at and what you enjoy doing.  And I 

think that's pretty intuitive for anybody.  You're going to have more success when you're building upon 

your strengths and building upon things that you love doing.  But the other side is you have to 

understand what your challenges and limitations are and develop strategies to minimize those things.  

So for myself, working in TV and Video Production, having a mobility impairment means that I'm not 

going to be the guy on a video shoot that's going to lift and carry and set up a bunch of things.  And 

approaching my team, if I'm working on a team, my job is to develop strategies to still be able to help 

and be a part of the team and minimize the things that I can't do.  So the strength that I have is really in 

problem-solving and thinking around different problems and ways to approach things.  So when it 

comes to things on set, I'm much better at looking at a scene, looking at how lighting is hitting things, 

looking from the director's side, and giving some feedback on that.  As well as doing some computer 

work -- I'm very good with the computer so I end up doing a lot of teleprompting and editing and a lot of 

post-production.  So I've identified the things that I have a struggle with, my limitations, and I've 

identified my strengths.  And I'm trying to play towards my strengths and minimize my weaknesses.   

And again, being able to speak comfortably about me as a worker, you know...  If I come into a work 

environment and I'm not sure what I'm capable of doing or I'm not sure about how to approach 

anything, it's really going to hamper my progress and my ability to work there because -- and work in a 

team.  They're not -- the people I'm working with aren't going to be as comfortable with me and I'm not 

going to be as comfortable trying to do the things that I need to do to be successful.  So being able to 

comfortably speak to you and be proactive about speaking about what you may struggle with and what 

you can do is really important. 

So before you even get into a job, you need to apply, right?  And one of the things that you need to 

know is the essential job functions before you even apply for a job or before you even go to an 

interview.  And you can either request a formal job description -- but most likely that's available any 

place that you find the job, whether it be, you know, Monster.com or Indeed or any of these job-posting 

boards online.  The job description really gives you an idea of what the essential job tasks are.  And you 

need to be able to make sure that you have the right match of skills and abilities to perform the job.  

And that's -- when we talk about ADA law as far as employment, the essential job task is what they have 

to make at least a reasonable accommodation for you to do.  And if you can't do those essential job 

tasks, just like anybody else applying for a job you're not going to get it.   

Preparing for an interview is going to be really important.  For me I find that, you know, because I have a 

physical disability, people judge me and have an opinion about me and what I'm going to be able to do 

before I even enter the room.  And so the best way to combat that is to prepare for the interview a ton.  

Make sure that you know the ins and outs of their company.  Make sure that you're really invested.  And 

you'll -- and come with a plan in the interview about how you're going to disclose your disability if you're 

going to do it then or not.  In my case I don't really have a choice.  And how you're going to perform the 

tasks that need to be done.  And really come with energy and it will really help sell yourself.  Because 

that's really what you're trying to do in an interview is sell yourself.   

And one other thing if you can look at is one -- what is that?  Onetcenter.org.  They have a job 

description dictionary that if you need to look up essential job functions for job descriptions. 



Again, back to the interview.  Talk their talk.  When you're talking about employers and employees, an 

employer wants to know what they're going to get from you as a worker on their job.  And so it's not 

good enough for you to just say, "I want this job just so I can get money."  That may be ultimately why 

somebody gets a job or why you may need a job or a young person might need a job, but you're not 

going to get hired on that.  You really need to speak to the benefits -- what you can bring to their 

company for what they're going to be paying you.  It's a cost benefit relationship when it comes to an 

employee, and the employer wants to know exactly what they're going to be getting from you.  And 

basically any good job, any lasting job, is going to be a good mesh between you, the employee, and the 

employer.  It's going to work well together.   

You need to be able to independently identify, again, what your abilities are, whether you have a 

disability or not.  So what are your skills?  What are your deficits?  You want to be very upfront about 

that.  An employer is much more willing to work with somebody that's honest, upfront, and is willing to 

say, you know, "This is what I'm really, really good at.  And I know the job description said this, and I 

struggle with that, but I'm willing to work with you."  If you come to the table with a proactive attitude 

and are willing to improve and work within the company to grow, they're much more willing to give you 

an opportunity. 

Using multiple modes of communication to accommodate any challenges you may have if you use any 

kind of assistive device.  But even beyond that, I find that for myself personally, having phone 

conversations to set up interviews or to set up video shoots in my case, is all well and good, but things 

can get lost in phone conversations.  So I always like to follow up with an email, make sure that things 

are written down, make sure that everything's really concrete...make sure that everything's really 

concrete and laid out on the table and everybody's speaking the same language.  And that way there's 

no confusion down the road and nobody can point fingers at somebody else and say that you're not 

doing what you're supposed to be doing. 

Okay.  So for young people you need to be able to ask for help.  I know for myself, looking for a job is a 

full-time job's...is a full-time job.  It takes forever and it takes a lot of work.  And for somebody with a 

disability who may have a weak work background history or may have -- may be lacking in certain 

training or whatever -- it can be even harder to try to and get a job or even try to get an interview.  So 

know what resources are out there and utilize them in order to get a job.  Anybody who is out on the job 

market is using networking connections, using friends, family, you know...  People even go as far as, you 

know, to make their resume look fancy and do video interviews or video resumes.  Things like that.  So 

whatever step you can get up above the best is encouraged to be taken.  And there're resources out 

there for everybody to use. 

Again, don't assume disability-related issues can't be resolved.  Brainstorm, work with OVR or any 

assistance network that you're in and really resolve those issues.  Come up with a game plan before you 

to go your interview, before you come up to the job.  Because that proactive attitude is going to really 

influence their perception of you as a worker and how willing you are to work for their company. 

One of the biggest things I think that's been successful, at least for me, has been volunteering and 

recreational activities.  So one of the hard parts, at least for the video field, is experience.  Everybody 

wants you to have experience, everybody's nervous about you getting on set and not knowing what 

you're going to do.  And so it's hard to get an "in" to the job market.  But people are willing to give that 

opportunity if you're willing to volunteer.  And you have experience volunteering and doing what you 



love.  It connects you to others.  I've gotten a couple different jobs just by volunteering in one place and 

working, making connections...  I've got contacts now that I can rely on.  If I get a freelance job, I can -- I 

have people I can call.  And likewise if they get some freelance work they can call me and back and forth.  

And we help each other out. 

The other side of volunteering is that you can really pick and choose what field you want to be in.  You 

can do something that you love or you can even explore to find out if you love something or hate 

something.  But it gives you the opportunity to increase your self-confidence in knowing exactly what 

you want and love.  It combats depression just being around people, being out of the house, getting out 

of your own head sometimes.  And really it just helps you stay active.  Again, like I talked about, it can 

help volunteer -- or volunteering can help advance your career.   

For myself, I started working as doing just volunteer work.  Doing video work for the PYLN and some 

other non-profits and advocacy groups.  Just volunteering my time for the cause.  Trying to get myself 

out there.  And it gave me the added joy of knowing that I'm doing something I love for a cause that I 

love.  But it can also give me career experience; it can give me experience doing video productions, in 

my case.  That translates when I'm looking for a job.  It translates into resume experience.  It can teach 

me valuable job skills.  I can make mistakes in a volunteer setting that I can't make on a job.  And I can 

learn from those mistakes.  So it's really important I think that, for those two reasons especially, 

volunteering is really, really crucial.   

Again, it can also increase your network connections.  In this day and age, you know, with so many 

people applying for jobs, it's really about who you know more than what you know.  It's about who can 

get that foot in the door for you.  And one of the best ways to do that is to volunteer, to network, get on 

to some boards...  You know, social media makes it so important -- or so easy right now to, you know, 

join different job boards for different, you know, careers, paths...  You can join up with like-minded 

people and you can find opportunities to meet up with them and talk about what you enjoy doing.  

There's young professional groups.  In my case there's young screenwriting groups and young video 

production groups.  And getting to know and getting to network with those people just means that in 

the future if they get a job, they can help me.  Or if they're in a job and they know the position opened, 

they can help me potentially get into that position.  And again, it adds to the resume.  And that's one of 

the keys.  We need to start building the resume more and more. 

So again, these are just some places to volunteer.  So I would -- but I would say that what you really 

should be doing is focusing on what the young person loves doing and trying to make a match there.  

They're going to be much more successful volunteering in a place where they have interests and then 

building job skills through those volunteer opportunities.  So whether they love art and museums, you 

know...they love being outside, going to a state park, they love politics...there's volunteer opportunities 

for all of these things.  And getting them involved in that is going to help build their self-confidence, 

build their leadership skills, build their resume, and help build network connections. 

So again, here're some resources for your guys to check out.  Some websites for you to go to for some 

volunteer resources.  And I believe Michael has this presentation online, so if you guys want to come 

back if you don't have enough time to write this down, you can come back and check out these 

volunteer resources. 



So just like volunteering, recreational leisure has a lot of the same benefits and can actually help in 

leadership, self-confidence, and even networking.  And it's one of the things that I think is really 

overlooked when it comes to young people coming out of high school.  We put so much emphasis on job 

and academics that we forget about the fun things in life and how beneficial the fun things can be in 

building a person's leadership skills and engagement with others.  Again, it builds relationships, helps 

you make new friends, and really it increases your self-confidence.  If you're doing something you love 

doing or you're having fun doing, it just naturally comes out.  You're going to build your self-confidence 

through these things.  And that's not even going into the physical benefits, which is increased health and 

increased strength.  And again, fighting depression or anything else that might come secondary to a 

disability.  A lot of depression and angst, especially in teenagers, comes from not feeling like they fit in, 

feeling different...  Doing things with the recreation and leisure, whether it be sports or outdoors, you 

know, video games...finding a group that they fit into is really going to help their self-confidence and 

really help their overall mental health.  It will help them reduce stress, help their self-image...  And 

again, like I said, decreased anxiety and depression...  Really, again, just finding a place for them to fit in 

is going to help them so much in the long run and so much when it comes to finding a job and finding 

self-acceptance.  It's going to be really important. 

And again, one of the other things -- again, same with volunteering, it's going to help them practice 

decision-making.  Recreational activities, just like volunteering, offer a non-stress environment where 

they can try and -- try different things without ramifications or without real, strong ramifications if they 

make a mistake.  They can correct that; they can learn.  They can work with others to develop coping 

skills.  They can find out what they're good and not-so-good at.  They can improve on their strengths and 

weaknesses.  And more importantly they can learn to work as a team.  Because ultimately when you're 

talking about employment, which is the ultimate goal for going through high school, college, trade 

school, whatever it is, you want to find that job at the end, you're going to be working in a team.  And 

recreation, leisure activity, sports activities, working in a group...it's going to help you become a better 

team member.   

So again, just some more links for you guys to check out.  You can check them out on the PowerPoint 

whenever we're done with this.  And I believe I am done here, so I'm going to pass you off.  And you 

guys enjoy. 

>> Alrighty.  So next up, what we want to talk about is how to take the concepts that Ev and Micha and 

Rachel and Chris were discussing and actually develop and infuse that into the Secondary Transition 

planning process.  This map I know a number of you probably have seen before.  We use this as part of 

our trainings in our state.  And briefly what we want to talk about are looking at the assessment piece -- 

so that would be the green signs at the top of the road map.  First looking at assessing the interests and 

preferences of the young person, what they want to do once they graduate from high school.  That leads 

into determining their post-secondary goals of further training, employment, and independent living.  

And then looking at the assessment of their strengths and their needs and how that relates to what they 

want to do once they leave school.  All of that information then goes into developing -- and we go down 

to the yellow boxes -- their plan for that IEP year.  And the yellow boxes parallel the IEP process.  So it 

looks at the present education level.  And that information from the assessment piece is where that is 

placed.  Then that information is reflected as we look at the transition section.  In our city we refer to it 

as the Transition Grid.  So we look at the courses, the activities that student's engaged with, as well as 

those specific activities that the student is doing that are helping move them towards their post-



secondary goals of further training, employment, and independent living.  And then there's a direct link 

between the needs that the student has and their measurable annual goals.  And then we're monitoring 

progress on those goals. 

So as we think about that process, let's look at it through the lens of self-determination and self-

advocacy.  And the first step in this process is really looking at assessment.  And assessment is such a 

crucial foundational piece when we're working with youth and young adults in developing their 

understanding of what they want to do once they leave school, as well as assessing where they currently 

are academically and functionally.  So the question that's often asked, "Is it necessary to formally assess 

self-determination or can informal assessments and observations be used?"  And the answer really is, 

yes, both.  I think that we can obtain information from a formal assessment, such as the AIR or ARC 

surveys through the Zarrow Center.  And we'll refer to these again at the end in the resources section.  

But it's also important to obtain information from observations in the classroom, observations in the 

community, perhaps on a job site or in community-based activities.  Or, as Chris was talking about, in 

volunteering activities.  And seeing how that young person really is able to interact, how they're able to 

self-advocate...  Rachel had mentioned a lot about how in the college setting the young person is the 

person responsible to talk to the Disability Service Office and their professors about what their disability 

is and what their accommodations are.  So how does that look, or parallel, in the high school setting?  I 

know there are a couple of school districts that in their high school program, the last two years of high 

school they have their students that have IEPs go to each of their classroom teachers and discuss with 

them, "This is my disability and these are the accommodations that I need."  I think that's a really 

proactive approach because it is enforcing with that young person that they need to start to have a 

better understanding of themselves, their disability, and what accommodations they'll need to utilize 

once they leave high school.  It also really does directly parallel what process they'll need to do when 

they go on to a college setting. 

So we're just going to look at, then, what do you do with this information.  So you use either formal or 

informal assessments on how that young person is able to work on their self-advocacy/self-

determination skills.  So this next example is a student, Selene.  And we're going to look at how this 

information could be included in the present education levels of the IEP.  So what this page is showing, 

this slide, is looking at how this student does in reading.  And she does have some difficulty in reading.  

And she takes part in Study Island to help reinforce her -- or further develop her reading skills.  And 

teachers report that this continues to be a struggle for Selene, especially when she is reading expository 

text in the classroom, the content areas.  She really is having some difficulty with making inferences and 

drawing conclusions.  And keep in mind, Selene is someone that does want to go on to a college setting. 

How this parallels then to the college setting is in college, as Rachel was talking about, Selene is going to 

have to disclose and request support.  But she currently is real apprehensive about talking to her 

Learning Supports teacher in her co-taught classes.  She is relying on her teachers, her special education 

teachers, to develop the IEP.  And to enforce what is written in the IEP regarding her accommodations 

that she needs.  She's not the one that's proactively going and approaching her classroom teachers.  She 

also needs to further develop her skills and habits to help disclose her disability to her professors.  And 

to possibly seek out help at the high school from the Disability Student Services or tutors or the Writing 

Center at that high school.  Again, it will parallel the college setting. 



The next piece of this process I want to just talk about or refer to is how well does the student 

understand the various partners -- the community-based partners that can help the young person as 

they transition.  Are they aware of all these different agencies and organizations that are available to 

assist the young person and -- that they need to link to while they're still in high school?  And it is a 

requirement of the federal law of IDEA that schools -- school districts -- connect students and their 

families to outside agencies.  But how fluent or how aware is that young person as far as what those 

agencies can do to assist them?   

When we look at the IEP team, these are the required members.  The student is required to be invited to 

attend the IEP, as well as the community agencies.  But I think the point that we're making here is that 

the student really should have a good idea of who those agencies are, but more importantly what 

supports they can help provide for them.   

This also leads us to a discussion of the youth engagement or participation in the IEP.  And just, you 

know, some things to think about for the families on the call, the young folks on today's call, as well as 

the educator and agency folks, do you know where those young folks are that you're working with are?  

As far as their knowledge and comfort level in a process like the IEP meeting?  Or in a meeting with an 

agency representative?  Are they prepared to lead a meeting or to actively engage in that meeting 

process?  

And this slide is a nice overview of the different levels of engagement of a young person in an IEP 

meeting.  And really where we want to have the young folks that we're working with move, you know, 

especially in their junior or senior year in high school, is to that level four.  You know, where they are 

well aware of what the IEP is, that they actively participating and leading parts of the meeting, that they 

can discuss their disability as well as their accommodations and their goals that they have for this IEP 

year.  And again, thinking about the young folks that you work with, how involved or engaged are they 

in this process?  You know, not -- I'll speak from the young folks that I see when I go out and I'm working 

with the Pennsylvania Youth Leadership Network and we talk to students that are in high school.  Often 

times, students don't even want to acknowledge that they have a disability, or are aware of it.  And what 

that means.  You know?  And what their strengths are and what their needs are.  And then what 

accommodations that they use to be successful.  And I think those are really key points that we, as adult 

supports, as adult allies to youth as they are transitioning, really need to help reinforce with them, 

discuss with them.  So that when they do go on to a college setting or on to a job setting, they are much 

more able to discuss not only what they need, but their strengths and how they can be an asset and 

work well in those different environments. 

The next section we want to talk a little bit about is in the Transition Grid section, or Section Three of 

the IEP.  Are there doable activities that we can list regarding self-determination?  And what would 

those look like?  So in the next couple of slides we have some examples of some activities that could be 

included in an IEP in the transition section.  So on this page -- this would be in tenth grade.  Things such 

as having the young person make a list of accommodations that are most helpful for them, that they 

actually utilize.  In reviewing IEP, sometimes I will see two or three pages of accommodations.  And my 

question always is, what of those does the student actually utilize and really needs to be successful?  So 

having that young person do some self-reflection and really, "What does help me to be successful?" 

Looking at that young person starting to discuss their disability...  Be that in with teachers and asking for 

accommodations or in an IEP meeting.  Rachel had mentioned and talked a little bit about Disability 



Services Offices at colleges and universities.  You know, having the student start to research what 

supports are available in a college setting and to parallel that.  You know?  What supports are available 

in the work setting?  Looking at the sites, one of the slides that Chris had up when he was talking about 

employment was the Job Accommodations Network.  In the Job Accommodations Network they can 

discuss what reasonable accommodations are available based on different types of disabilities for 

different job areas. 

This slide is showing some examples that could be in a grid of an eleventh grader.  I know that there 

really isn't a set -- that these would have to be done in tenth, eleventh, or twelfth grade.  But these are 

examples of different activities that would address the issue of self-determination that a young person 

could work on so they can develop those skills.  So on this page we mention a couple of resource 

documents like the 411 on Disabilities Disclosure, which is a wonderful resource document. 

And then in twelfth grade, you know, again, some additional suggestions, such as, you know, engaging 

that student more and having that student take more responsibility.  Actually going to the college 

campuses, maybe having evaluations done with the Disabilities Supports Office.  Becoming more 

independent and understanding what supports they need.  And really moving from the adult being the 

person that is guiding or directing their education and their supports, to having that young person self-

direct what they need. 

This last section here with Step Five is looking at measureable goals for self-determination, which would 

be like in a functional area.  And when we talked back -- when we were discussing Selene, what we were 

discussing was that she really had difficulty in approaching her general education instructors in asking 

for assistance or asking for clarification.  So this is an example of a measureable annual goal that you 

could write based on the need that she has to be more independent in self-determination. 

And with that, I'm going to go ahead and turn this back over to Rachel.  And she's going to talk a little bit 

about principles of youth development and youth leadership. 

>> Hi, everyone.  Thanks, Michael.  So I think principles of youth development and youth leadership -- 

this is just such a crucial topic to discuss.  And be able to let go while continuing to support young adults 

who have disabilities.  I, myself, I have a disability, and so my disability is an invisible disability.  And that 

kind of came with its own set, you know, its own set of unique struggles.  I think there is this phrase and 

it's "Different, different.  Same struggle."  And it kind of sums up how having a disability -- you know, we 

all might have a different manifestation or type of disability, but whether it's hidden -- whether it's an 

invisible disability -- or visible or invisible, excuse me -- this can kind of come with problems.  Different 

problems, but things that you definitely need to navigate and negotiate as you transition from different 

areas of your life when trying to reach your goals.  And I think sometimes being able to support a young 

adult and give them materials and information so that they can make those transitions is really 

important.  And giving them that opportunity to be independent.  But at the same time, part of the, you 

know, learning and problem-solving process is stumbling.  And having that, you know, right to fail, which 

is this idea that everybody makes mistakes; disability or no.  And so I think what's so important for 

professionals who work with young adults with disabilities and family members is being able to provide 

the right amount of scaffolding.  So if a young adult with a disability falters or struggles, they can, you 

know, seek support and have someone who really helps them recoup.  



So the three principles of youth leadership and development.  I think, what really we need to look at is 

what can we do as professionals to really support young adults as they determine their own trajectory?  

Because I think impairing young adults to have ownership, to have a sense of agency, to be advocates, is 

really impactful because they need to make those decisions and determinations to live a life that they 

deem personally worthwhile.   

So the three principles that I think are really critical are meaningful engagement, vision, and an asset-

based approach.  And I think ultimately being able to support young adults in meaningful ways makes a 

really big difference in terms of harnering -- harnessing, excuse me, young adults' strengths and helping 

them develop in a way that's personally relevant.   

So meaningful engagement...it's really about this idea that adults and young adults have an equal status 

partnership.  And so it's not really this top down approach where adults have to, you know, tell young 

adults with disabilities, you know, you need to do X, Y, and Z to plan an event, or this is what leadership 

should look like, or kind of enable them with a carrying out of activities.  The reality is that we can learn 

a lot from each other.  Young adults with disabilities have their own perspective and experiences.  

They've learned how to adapt to different changes in their environment, and maybe in their disability as 

well.  And they're very, very resilient.  I mean, we're all resilient people.  And so I think ultimately for 

adults, being able to say, hey, this relationship can be mutually beneficial.  We can reciprocally learn 

from each other is really important.  Just as much as it is for young adults with disabilities to realize, hey, 

positive mentorship and positive role models is just a really phenomenal opportunity for me to enhance 

my own skillset. 

And when we kind of develop these partnerships, helping youths with disabilities kind of just get a little 

more traction in terms of being engaged in their community or being outspoken advocates for, you 

know, a cause or for their own care.  This means that they're really going to evolve into being more 

successful adults who can lead interdependent lives and really take great strides based on, you know, 

their own agenda -- what they want to accomplish versus something that's just given to them.  And so I 

think that's really important.  And so I think, you know, again, it's this idea of that reciprocity.  You 

know?  An adult organization, you know, who wants a youth perspective on living with a disability, you 

know, they really need to authentically listen.  And they need to let that young adult share their voice, 

just as much as the young adult benefits from having that opportunity in a professional setting. 

And so again, you know, I think, you know, the idea that young people want to help...and I think this is 

really true.  I think in our social construct of disabilities, we really believe that people with disabilities 

receive help.  And we sometimes portray them as being more passive.  And so, you know, we help 

people with disabilities.  But the reality is that we all help each other.  And having a disability doesn't 

preclude your ability to be able to help someone.  And I think being able to give back to your 

community, and in a meaningful, valuable way, it's really, really empowering.  It kind of shows that you 

have self-efficacy.  It definitely shows that you are an individual who can have an impact.  And you can 

be an active agent of change, not just in your own life, but in helping others.  Or maybe even inspiring 

others.   

And I know for myself, just speaking from a personal example, when I was diagnosed with a mental 

health disorder at 17, I really -- it knocked the wind out of my sails.  I really didn't think I would be able 

to lead a life that I wanted.  And I thought a lot of my goals had to be sacrificed to having this illness.  

And, you know, through a lot of really positive mentorship and leadership opportunities, I really kind of, 



you know, over the, you know, past, you know...not to reveal my age, but over several years I really 

understood myself better, my disability better...  I've really been able to not see myself as somebody 

who has a mental health disability, but as someone who is an advocate for myself and others, for 

someone who is a professional, for someone who is a doctoral student...  And really, you know, I do 

have a disability, but I really learned to negotiate it into my life so it's not the first thing about me.  And 

it does affect my decisions and some of my actions, but the reality is I can, you know, make sure that it's 

helped me meet my goals rather than hurts me from meeting my goals.   

And as I have kind of developed into this identity and decided how my disability will interact my life, and 

more importantly, how I can manage my own care, I really become a more confident and self-confident 

person.  And this has also yielded more opportunities in terms of working with non-profits, on a board, 

advising an organization as a consultant...  And those kinds of opportunities have also kind of bred more 

self-confidence in terms of reinforcing my view of myself as somebody who, "You know what?  I'm 

confident and I'm capable and I can make a difference."  Not just in my own life and managing my care 

and achieving personal goals, but I can really help other people in even organizations and agencies that 

work in the disability community.   

And so again, when youth are allowed to take an active part in our leadership roles, like I have with 

serving in, you know, organizations that do advocacy work in helping with the mental health community, 

helping with advocacy in general...you know, this is something that -- it's like practical -- it's practical 

training for valuable leadership skills.  And I think that's so important because, you know, as Milo talked 

about -- of course Milo talked about in terms of having employment skills is really important and having 

internship opportunities you learn skills for employment and that kind of thing, I think it's the same 

thing with youth leadership and youth development.  The  more opportunities you have and the more 

opportunities they have to pick what types of involvement they have and the amount of investment that 

they give, it's just going to help them in terms of leading their own lives in regard to their own goals and 

helping the community.  And just really helping with self-esteem and self-acceptance. 

And so, I think in addition to that, when young adults are engaged in activities or projects, like I said 

before, it's a reciprocal investment.  And so the more boards and nonprofits and schools and hospitals 

listen to young adults with disabilities, especially regarding programming, you know, that's geared 

towards that audience, then there's going to be much more authentic product.  Because once you have 

stakeholder investment and stakeholder perspective, you're really developing -- whether it's, you know, 

a program or a conference or policies in your institution or facility, that really reflect the actual needs of 

people with disabilities and young adults with disabilities.  And I think that is so important because 

again, that institution has a better understanding of what the community needs, and they build their 

reputation as being an entity that works with the disability community.  And in the same way, young 

adults learn a lot about leadership and accountability and responsibility and ownership.  And when 

adults accept youths as partners, I think ultimately, you know, like I said earlier, it's just this kind of win-

win situation where everybody can learn from each other.  And I've always been really thankful for my 

mentors because they really helped me understand, you know, my impact and all the positives that I can 

really give to somebody.  And sometimes the negatives.  So in the past when I was struggling to, you 

know, satisfy a commitment or meet a deadline, I really learned a lot about responsibility.  And how, you 

know, in a professional environment and in an educational environment and these kinds of settings, I 

really have to be a reliable individual who can, you know, consistently produce what I say I'm going to.  I 

think that experience, again with scaffolding, is really, really impactful for young adults.   



And I think, you know, one of the things that is so important is we really want our young people with 

disabilities to be meaningfully engaged and to understand their impact on the community.  And to 

realize that they can really produce a positive difference and make changes not just in their lives, but in 

the community in general.  Whether it's, you know, the community in Pittsburgh; whether it's 

Pennsylvania and, you know, even on a national level.  You know?  I think when young adults gain 

appreciation for their efforts, they realize that they are powerful people.  And that they can really be 

these actors of change.  And they don't just have to receive resources and services; they can decide for 

themselves how to move forward and how to define relationships.  And a lot of that is about being 

interdependent.  And so it's about working with adults who help you with leadership opportunities.  Or -

- and working with people who do provide services, you know, like your healthcare and people at your 

school.  But at the same thing, the young adult really needs to be able to say, you know, this is working 

or this isn't working.  Or, "What can I do to step up my game and take more responsibility?" 

And so I think, you know, for youth to commit to leadership and development...I think that's really 

important when you're a part of something that's, kind of, bigger than yourself.  I think that gives a lot of 

people purpose.  And it makes people realize that, you know, their life is definitely -- they need to do 

something that makes them happy and gives them this whole sense of fulfillment.  But for many people, 

that sense of fulfillment is derived from contributing in a meaningful way, to kind of this idea of the 

greater good of helping the disability community.  When I first moved to Pennsylvania and to Pittsburgh, 

I really was trying to kind of run from my disability.  I didn't really understand how it could be something 

that I felt okay talking about or owning it, and that definitely impacted my commitment to my own care.  

And being a part of the Pittsburgh disability community, being involved with PYLN, being involved with 

the PINNACLE group that Michael mentioned, having a lot of, you know, involvement in the educational 

system and now the medical system...I really realized that I can help.  And so, you know, taking care of 

myself is of course important, but I can use my talents and I can use my skills and my passion and my 

energy to help other young adults who have mental health issues.  And the disability community.  And 

that for me is really kind of one of those core values that motivates how I, you know, choose my career 

path.  And as for me, it really inspired me to get my doctoral degree in helping people with disabilities. 

And so I think, you know, for me like I said, my vision included -- you know, right now I'm in a doctoral 

program because as I gained more confidence and I gained more confidence, I realized, you know what, 

I really need to stop looking at what I can't do and look at what I can do.  And sometimes that means I 

have accommodations and sometimes that means I have to do it differently, but ultimately I can do 

these kinds of things.  And so I think, you know, for young adults with disabilities, being able to have that 

support, being able to have somebody to talk to about what is possible and what supports are available 

and help them understand, you know, what maybe their goals are and kind of, you know, what that 

would materialize as can just be really, really beneficial.  And that's why leadership and development 

activities just help the young adult start taking those meaningful steps to realize, "Hey, I can make a 

difference in my life and the lives of others.  "And I --"  You know?  "Other people are invested in me and 

I should be equally invested in myself." 

And so the practical application of Youth Leadership...  And as you can tell I'm very passionate about this 

topic.  I think it's really, really meaningful.  And I think, like I said, there are really a number of practical 

ways to engage youth in leadership activities.  So it doesn't look like this, you know, standard uniform 

system that everybody goes through this kind of channel.  I think it's really based -- you know, of course 

Milo talked a lot about, you know, being able to find strength-based supports and looking at people's, 



you know, assets.  What am I interested in?  What are the talents that I have?  What are the skills that I 

have?  And connecting it to something that would really again be mutually beneficial.  So I think that's 

really important.  And so if, you know, a board member really is excited about, you know, adaptive 

sports, you know, that might be someone who could, you know, help a young adult who plays 

wheelchair rugby.  For myself in the education field, I have mentors who are educators.  And so for my 

own development and for their development, that relationship has been really informative and really 

positive.  And I think once we empower young people to kind of understand that, you know, they can 

make decisions and that they can have even greater, you know, power in their actions...you know, it 

causes that leadership momentum.  And I think that's really important for young adults with disabilities 

so we, you know, have generations of people who, again, aren't passive in receiving support but are 

making their own decisions and making changes and having a quality of life that they really determined 

for themselves.  And secured for themselves. 

>> Okay.  With that -- thank you, Rachel.  I appreciate it.  And we're going to turn this back over to Ev 

and Micha. 

>> Thanks, Michael and Rachel and Milo.  We're moving into the role of adult allies now and why letting 

go while continuing support is important for young adults.  And it's especially important to just 

remember through this process, the equal participation and meaningful engagement that Rachel had 

talked about through her section. 

So talking about adult allies and who they are and what they do.  Adult allies are there, you know, to 

help the young adult through all of these different life changes that they're having during their 

transition.  And for adult allies that are working with the young adults, it's a change of mindset in 

helping them to prepare for their future.  The adult allies go from the driver -- the people that are 

helping the young adults to come up with all of the decisions and telling them important things that they 

should know -- to being the supporter and supporting decisions that the young adults are making and 

what it is that they choose to do.  The same concept of the adult allies teaching them the things that 

they should know about and going in together and learning together on what they should be doing.  

How can the young adult ask the adult ally for the help in learning the things that they want to do?  And 

the same thing with, you know, as the adult ally, you know, I'll do it for you, because maybe I know that 

you need some more help on this to "How about you try it and I'm here to help if you need it."   

So how can young adults be supported by adult allies during this process?  And this is really what adult 

allies feel from young adults -- engaging young adults through everything.  As an adult ally myself, I find 

that they keep me very honest.  The young adults that I'm working with ask me questions and they keep 

me on my toes on things that I may have previously said at a group meeting.  Or things that they've 

learned about, they want to know more.  They definitely share their perspective with me.  Everyone has 

different opinions and things that ways should be done, so sharing that with me is really important.  And 

it has also helped me grow.  I've learned more from the young adults and the things that they have to 

say and do than I think in any sort of training or education that I received to be able to do this job.  And 

they challenge me to be different.  And to do innovative things and to be working on different projects 

that they are interested in .  And bringing all of those ideas together collaboratively.   

>> And so one of the beliefs of an adult ally -- and this is kind of [INAUDIBLE] is, like, self-explanatory, 

but, like, having confidence in youth.  Again, that's the whole idea of I'm getting away from low 

expectations and having confidence in their abilities.  And here at LVCIL and Allentown, we really do -- 



our motto is to really focus on the positive things.  We do a lot of person-centered planning here, but it's 

really focused on someone's talents and strengths.  And yes, everybody has needs.  But it's really, really 

crucial to make sure that as an adult ally that you are really fostering that idea of you do have talents 

and you do have strengths.  And making sure that youth understands that really, really well.   

And also sharing the power.  Micha kind of mentioned this.  Yes, it's really, really hard [INAUDIBLE] 

sometimes to take a step back.  But I can say -- and Michael would never say this -- maybe in our 

webinar or by himself, but he is one of the best adult allies because he has the ability to, for lack of a 

better word, stay quiet and let young adults have the voice and really share power and decision-making 

about what happens.  And you'd really be surprised at what happens and what things come out, 

activities and things, when young people feel like they are sharing some of the power.  And the other 

thing is that everybody's voice counts.  Every opinion matters.  So make sure that you're listening to the 

young person and making sure that they feel like their opinion matters.  And those are some things -- 

core things -- that you can use now.  Even -- it's like a change -- again, as Micha said, like, a change in 

mindset to make things better for young people. 

And just a quote from an adult ally that is not on this webinar is, "A young person should see an adult 

ally as a person who always has their back but also knows when to back off so that the young person 

believes they can do anything!"  So again, being an adult ally isn't always about providing the answers.  

Sometimes it's about providing the environment for young people to try.  And maybe they do fail, but 

you have the ability once it's -- you know when to step in and when to back off. 

>> And there are some qualities and characteristics about adult allies that we've seen through the 

people that we work with.  But adult allies tend to just share a genuine interest in value on the young 

people.  I know that I currently work with about 35 young adults in our S2L group, and I love when they 

text me or I text them about things going on in their lives.  Or they're informing me about a job that they 

got or a new exciting opportunity that's coming up.  I really look forward to the times that they like to 

share that information with me. 

Same thing with opening opportunities for young adults to fully express themselves.  We say that, here 

at the CIL, during any time that anyone's here, it's a really non-judgmental, you know, free zone to be 

who yourself -- to be yourself, sorry.  And to be able to express yourself is really important.  Because 

there are so many places that you go that any of us are judged or critiqued for things that we do.  So to 

have that opportunity to be yourself to an adult ally is really important.  And for the adult ally to 

recognize that it's important for young adults to be able to do that. 

And then asking probing questions -- asking them things about their lives.  What's new?  What's going 

on?  Are there things that I can help you with?  Are there things that you need to be thinking about?  Or 

just listening to them and then reiterating what it is that they're telling you.  And asking them questions 

to maybe help learn from the experiences that they're already having. 

And then just some things to think about.  Young adults -- any of us really -- you know, question things 

that are going on in our lives or need some help at some point, but may not be able to speak up and ask 

for it...the help when we need to.  So recognizing that a lot of the young adults do have questions -- you 

know, "How can I...?"  "They tell me I need to be a self-advocate, but how can I be one when I have no 

power?"  Recognizing that that, again, is a teachable moment.  They're in that section -- or they're in 

that...sorry.  They're in that mindset of, you know, they want to be able to do all these things that we've 



been talking about through the whole PowerPoint.  They want to be able to speak up and share their 

ideas and know that they're really being considered.  But recognizing that young adults might need to 

say these questions without necessarily asking for help.  And as an adult ally you should hear these 

things and be able to speak to them -- to the young person -- about what is going to be beneficial. 

So just some key messages to think about.  Ways to support the young adults in anything that you're 

doing.  Teaching them and recognizing that they have to disclose information about their disability.  As a 

number of presenters on this PowerPoint have said, throughout their lives they have disclosed their 

disabilities to be able to figure out what is best going to suit their needs for whatever situation they're 

in, whether it's higher education, employment, volunteering...and knowing when that is a good time to 

do that.  Again, honestly expressing their needs and goals and hearing them out and what those are and 

how you can help foster that.  And informing young adults about the power of self-advocacy and self-

determination in transition.  We talked to the young adults that we work with all of the time.  And the 

best way to be a self-advocate during their transition time through high school is, you know, speaking up 

at their IEPs and talking about the things that they want, asking questions...which ultimately helps their 

self-determination in their future through the whole really difficult transition process. 

>> So -- go ahead, Michael.  So really some other key messages and just really some things to really think 

about is a transition needs to start as early as possible.  Make sure that you're thinking about this self-

determination stuff as early as possible, promoting students really taking ownership of things.  And help 

family members to bridge that -- or toe the line between being overprotective or being protective and 

promoting independence.  It's really, really tough, I think, for parents to let go.  And really helping them 

understand that it's going to benefit their child in the end is a big thing. 

And make sure that the young person in the family understand and can name the abilities and 

disabilities or how the disability impacts the young person's school performance and day-to-day life.  We 

can't stress this enough.  Young people and their families are having difficulties identifying disabilities 

and strengths of their young person.  And the young adult is having trouble saying this is my disability 

and these are my needs.  This is what I am good at.  So we want to encourage you to really focus on 

promoting those strengths, but also helping youth understand what is their disability.  And then having 

them have the ability to articulate that in some way.  And this has been really helpful for me in my life.  

Like Chris Mielo I use a wheelchair every day.  And so Chris and I are around the same age now, and at 

times you hear a lot of stories about what it's like living life in a wheelchair.  And that's really because 

we had opportunities to meet with each other and kind of talk about what it's like to have -- to use a 

wheelchair.  So we think that if you have a student that has a mental health disability, to have them 

meet other people that have -- also have mental health disabilities.  And maybe they can talk about their 

life experiences together.  And that's really, really beneficial.  That whole, like, peer-mentor or peer-to-

peer interaction is really, really great and it's really, really effective. 

Michael, are you next, I believe? 

>> I sure am.  Thank you Everett and Micha, I appreciate it.   

So this last section of our presentation today is looking at resources and websites that help to build 

youth engagement.  We discussed at the very beginning of today's session about the 

secondarytransition.org site.  And one of the things that I wanted to point out on 

secondarytransition.org -- and let me just go back up to the site itself -- is on the homepage; they have a 



number of areas, topical areas, that are directly related to Secondary Transition.  One of those topics is 

looking at self-determination.  And when you click on that particular link, it takes you to the self-

determination page.  There are a number of resources here including the Youth Leadership Network, the 

Youth Engagement Wiki that I mentioned earlier, and then the -- some resources from the I'm 

Determined project.  

 The other thing in this section that is really nice is there are -- there's a section that talks about what 

skills a youth, young adult, needs to have at different ages and areas.  So for example, the 10 to 12 year 

old students, these are skills and strategies that they should think about developing to be successful, to 

have a good understanding of self-determination.  And when you click on See What Comes Next, it takes 

you to the next age band, the 12 through 14.  And there are different skills and strategies to help a 

student developing self-determination, self-advocacy skills.  This goes all the way through if you scroll all 

the way down, to the 18 to 21-year-olds.   

And again, just as I mentioned, the Secondary Transition, secondarytransition.org, really is our hub in 

our state for information and resources regarding Secondary Transition and assisting kids as they make 

that transition from high school to adult life. 

The next thing that I want to talk a little bit about is the Planning for the Future Checklist.  And I know 

we've discussed this on several of the other webinars we had, but it is the newest document that we are 

distributing across the state.  And the goal of the Planning for the Future Checklist is to really have those 

discussion starters with youth and families about what they need to be thinking about, what skills they 

need to be developing as they, again, move from high school to adult life.  And you'll notice that it's 

broken down into the three Secondary Transition post-goal areas.  So looking at further training, 

employment, and community living.  And so this guide, similar to what I just have shown you on the 

secondarytransition.org site, is breaking -- broken down into age bands...sorry, give me one second.  So 

it's 14-15, 15-16, all the way up to the 18- to 21-year-old age band. 

And a little background on the Planning for the Future Checklist.  It was originally developed in 

collaboration with 21 and Able, which is a part of the United Way of Allegheny County.  And it was 

developed in collaboration with the Department of Education, the folks here at PaTTAN, as well as 

representatives from local school districts in the western Pennsylvania area, input from family members, 

youth, and community agencies to really look at what are those key elements that need to be discussed 

in high school to best prepare kids for their future. 

The document, as I mentioned, is a roadmap or a discussion starter to really actively engage those team 

members in assisting that youth in planning for the future.  You can find additional information 

concerning the Planning for the Future Checklist on the PaTTAN website.  And the link is provided on this 

slide.  And in addition to copies of the checklist that you can download -- there's one that has pre-

populated state-wide agencies.  There's one that is blank, so an individual school district or a county-

based agency could fill in agency contacts.  And there's also an edition in Spanish on our PaTTAN 

website.  We are in the process of distributing the checklist across the state within the next probably 

three to four weeks.  There will be copies of the checklist distributed to all of the LEAs, so that's the 

school districts and charter schools throughout Pennsylvania.   

Also wanted to mention another really great resource.  And you've heard a number of us discuss the 

Pennsylvania Youth Leadership Network.  And there were several resource documents and videos and 



webinars that PYLN has developed over the last seven years, including the PLYN Secondary Transition 

Toolkit.  And that's what's referenced on this slide.  And you can find copies of their materials and links 

to their webinars as well as their videos at secondarytransition.org.  They also have a Facebook presence 

as well as a YouTube page. 

With that, I'm going to turn this back over to Micha and Ev. 

>> So, as Michael talked about earlier, we're from LVCIL, which is the Lehigh Valley Center for 

Independent Living.  We are a cross-disability, non-profit that works with anyone at any age of any 

disability.  And there are centers for independent living all over Pennsylvania, so if you are -- each one 

covers different counties.  And they are not only across Pennsylvania, but across the country as well, 

providing a variety of services.  But one specific to us, which is why we're here today, is our transition 

services.  Like we said earlier, I am working with a program called S2L which stands for School 2 Life.  

Currently working with about 35 young adults who have independent living, vocational, social, and 

advocacy goals for their future.  And this is just some resources that we have on our website, which is 

LVCIL.org/S2L that you can go and find some of the things that the group is doing.  If you were to look 

under highlights, you would see some of the projects that they've been working on, such as a 

microbusiness, social media advocacy campaign called #iwanttowork...  And a number of other things, as 

well as our blog and S2L Vision, which is videos and blogs that the young adults are doing to share with 

everyone.  And so if you are ever looking to get in contact or hear about us more, you can contact us 

through our website. 

>> Once again, those blogs and videos are all youth-led -- youth-driven.  So Michael did mention PYLN 

resources, and they're great and the videos are awesome, but the S2L Vision is really, really cool.  And 

the blogs are coming in, like, pretty, like, often right now onto the website.  They're updated pretty 

regularly right now, right Micha, I would say? 

>> Yup, yup, yup.  And if any young adults are interested in maybe writing a blog you want featured up 

there, we would more than happy to do that as well. 

>> Yes.  And it's really focused on personal stories and connecting young adults with other young adults 

in their community.  So it's really, really cool and we're glad to be doing it. 

>> Follow us on Facebook; find us on Twitter. 

>> Yeah. 

>> Thank you, everybody. 

>> Thank you.  And we're next going to go ahead and turn to Joelle Shaw who works for the Bureau of 

Autism Services through ASERT.  So, Joelle, you're on. 

>> Hi, good morning everyone.  I do -- I'm the ASERT Autism Research Center coordinator.  And for those 

who aren't familiar, ASERT is a collaboration from the Bureau of Autism with some private agencies 

throughout the state.  The slide shows were from UPMC out west, Penn State Autism Services in the 

central region, and Drexel University's Autism Institute in the eastern region.  What we do -- to explain 

our acronym it's Autism Services, Education, Resources, and Training.  And all that is done through our 

website.  It's also done through our toll free number to give the Resource Center a call, talk directly with 

the specialist on the phone, as well as through the email.  We also have been recently available in 



Spanish through the toll free number.  You have an option to leave a message in Spanish so someone in 

Spanish can give you a call back.  And this month we actually opened up a Spanish email program where 

you can email the information in your native Spanish language and someone will email it back to you in 

that fashion. 

On the next slide here you'll see it's just a snapshot of what our website will look like.  Again, we have a 

newsletter which shows it right there, that keeps you in touch with ASERT.  It keeps you in touch with 

what the Bureau of Autism is doing, projects and programs that are in place, and updates on them.  

Again, also on the website we have a nice feature that you are able to setup an account and set up some 

profiles.  So as you find resources that you are using that you like, you can favorite them or pin them to 

your account and then you don't have to continue to always search for those resources.  They're there.  

You can set up as many profiles as you want.  I personally have profiles set up by age band.  So when 

family members call or people call in, I can go right to that age band and there's my resources.  

Professionals use it the same way for clients.  Individuals can use for, again, age bands -- things I need 

now, things I might need later.  So that's kind of what we're doing on our website.  It also has access to 

all of our trainings, the events...kind of autism news in PA is pretty much what we're all about.   

So moving on to our services is, you know, we look at the transition programs.  And as you get closer, we 

do want individuals to know that the Bureau of Autism does have two waiver programs that anyone 

over the age of 21 is eligible for.  The reason why we're talking about it now is we do ask people, 

individuals and families, to get onto the -- to get the application in around age 18.  There is an Interest 

List that is in place for both of these programs.  And again, we like the Interest Lists to be there.  We can 

go ahead and tell our stakeholders, you know, "We have X amount of people interested in this 

program."  You know?  It looks at funding and it also looks at where do we need providers, what areas of 

the state are people looking to be placed on these waiver programs...  So it kind of gives us an idea of 

where the services are needed as well.  So we do encourage individuals to go on that.  On our website, I 

believe it's on the next slide, it kind of goes through a video, there's papers, you know...there's 

handwritten paper you can take with you to just get an overview of those programs, how to apply for 

those programs, and what it entails...what requirements you need prior to applying.   

So next up is basically, you know, how you can contact us and why you would contact us.  What we look 

at is we do have a call center that does allow us to kind of aggregate all of our resources we give out.  So 

what we're looking at on this next slide -- on this slide here -- is the top resources that we give out in the 

transition age phone calls.  Again, the transition -- the Secondary Transition guide is phenomenal.  We 

spend a lot of time on the phone with our callers.  We walk through them; we go right to the resources 

with them so they can see where to find it.  You know, if -- we can talk it out and say, "Oh, you know 

what?  Here it is on the website."  So we do go through a lot of these websites with our callers at the 

same time of being on the phone with them, which is a great ability to be able to do that.   

We also, again, use the Autism Transition Handbook.  Mainly this is specific to Autism.  The Job 

Accommodation Network we go on quite a bit for individuals.  And again, OVR.  So we want to make 

sure people are starting at OVR and aware of what OVR can do for them.   

Again, next slide would be that, you know, you can contact us as professionals.  We can come to 

wherever, you know, your provider or your school, and we can talk with people regarding trainings on 

autism as well as, you know, resources available.  How can we use -- how can you use ASERT?  How can 

ASERT help support your programs?  One little [INAUDIBLE] we have in our newsletter this month came 



out, the Bureau of Autism Services is providing statewide Autism Spectrum training for professionals 

throughout the state.  This is happening in the month of April.  Registration is open.  It's on our website; 

it's through our newsletter.  So it is an awesome opportunity for some of the professionals to get some 

training. 

And again we're going to be launching our own trainings.  We just did a video shoot on transition for the 

community.  So kind of a general overview.  And those will be launching the end of the spring here or 

the early summer, once all that technology and editing gets all done. 

So again, that's kind of us in a nutshell.  I do want to thank you guys for allowing us to have an 

opportunity today to be able to let everybody know, you know, that we are a resource for anyone.  Just 

give us a call, email us, however you want to get in touch with us.  And look for us out at some of these 

events and, you know, get to know us.  Thanks a lot. 

>> Great.  Thanks, Joelle, I appreciate it. 

>> And the next resource I think I'm going to introduce is -- the IDEA Partnership did a three-part 

webinar series with a collaboration across states.  So Virginia, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Michigan...some 

Arizona they did.  Well, I helped coordinate this so it was three webinars that are archived and video-

recorded.  And a lot of the research and a lot of the information on what you said about engagement, 

what they said about adult allies...is all on here.  And the youth -- it was a youth-led, youth-driven 

webinar series, and they really, really focused on best ways for adult allies to help young people be 

active.  Or helping youth engage in the process.  So you can actually find -- like I said, the webinars are 

recorded, there are some videos on there.  There are youth audio on there.  You can hear youth from all 

over the country talking about their experiences in transition.  And again it is youth-led, youth-driven.  

And it was a great tool to have young people actually hear and be a part of the conversation around 

transition.  So it was really, really great.  And that work is actually going to continue.  They're going to be 

developing tools, or are in the process of developing tools that will probably be distributed in 

Pennsylvania.  Here in the near future. 

>> Great.  Thank you, Ev.  Appreciate it.  The next several slides -- I'm not going to actually go and take 

you all to the websites, but I just wanted to make reference to the additional resources that are 

available nation-wide to assist youth, young adults, their families, and those that work with them in 

becoming more self-determined, better self-advocates.  Virginia Department of Education and their I'm 

Determined project has really been a useful resource for a number of years.  They actually updated their 

website this past year.  And there's excellent information available regarding student involvement in the 

IEP.  There are different types of assessments and checklists for not only students, but parents and 

educators as well.  They have videos as well as literature and resources on the I'm Determined website. 

We mentioned during the broadcast today the National Collaborative on Workforce Development and 

Disability.  The 411 on Disability is a great self-advocacy tool.  Also through the Federal Department of 

Labor, there is a really wonderful resource called Skills to Pay the Bills that looks at soft skills.  And this is 

kind of reflective of what Chris was talking about when he was discussing the important factors as one is 

preparing and engaged in employment.  So if you haven't utilized that document, I really would suggest 

going to that site.  You can download the Skills to Pay the Bills resource materials for free.  Again, a 

really excellent site.  There's also the Center for Self-Determination.  And housed on the Center for Self-



Determination are a number of resources as well as lit reviews and training information provided by that 

organization. 

We've mentioned in past webinars the Pennsylvania Career Ed and Work Standards and the I 

Statements, as well as the Career Ed and Work Toolkit that is on the PA Career Ed Standard site.  And 

again, provides information to assist using young adults as they move into employment. 

One of the hubs for self-determination, self-advocacy is out of the University of Oklahoma and the 

Zarrow Center.  You can find formalized assessments at the center, such as the AIR Self-Determination 

Assessments, the ART Self-Determination Scale...  As well as a number of other resources and links to 

other materials that are available nationally. 

The Virginia Commonwealth University, a number of years ago, produced a website, along with 

accompanying videos, on going to college.  And it's a really nice interactive website.  As students are 

thinking about the possibility of going on to further education, it really outlines things to consider.  It's 

reflective of a lot of the information that Rachel presented during her section. 

A couple of other sites that are useful on this topic.  There's the Educational Planner site, again, for 

students that are looking at going on for further education, especially in the college setting.  And the PA 

Career Zone has excellent resources and assessments that help a young person look at their interests 

and preferences. 

I wanted to mention that we have one more webinar remaining in this series.  It is on April 1st and the 

topic is Transportation Resources and Strategies.  As a reminder, the webinar on Transition Tools and 

Inclusive Education, as well as the webinar on Local Transition Coordinating Counsels -- both of those 

will be rescheduled as part of the webinar series we'll be doing for the 2015-16 school year. 

Our last slide, there's contact information for our presenters.  And I would like to thank Everett and 

Micha from the Lehigh Valley CIL for contributing to the development as well as presenting today for the 

presentation that we did.  As well as Rachel Kallem Whitman and Chris Mielo.  Thank you, guys, for 

presenting today.  You did a great job.  I think we provided some excellent information and resources to 

our stakeholders across the state.  As a reminder, today's webinar will -- is being recorded.  It will be 

close-captioned and posted to both the PaTTAN website, as well as the secondarytransition.org website. 

  I appreciate everybody joining us today and have a great rest of the day. 


